Some ancient pyramids have been found in several locations of Egypt, and four experts are working to reveal them to the world. Which professor found the tomb of the pharaoh Rimet-ses?

1. Exactly one of the professors shares its initial with the pharaoh he discovered.
2. Rimet-ses was from the dynasty following Parry's find.
3. Naqada and Abydos held relics from the 1st or 2nd dynasty. Newman didn't work there.
4. Ankhu wasn't found by Parry. Ankhu's dynasty followed immediately after Nassor's one.
5. The dynasty of Pnafer was earlier than Karnak's pharaoh.
6. Rogers found the pyramid of Naqada or Bubastis.
7. Arnold didn't work on the 2nd dynasty, and didn't discovery Rimet-ses tomb.
8. The pyramid of Bubastis held the relics of Pnafer or was found by professor Newman.
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